Tammy Self’s Newly Released “The Love of a Bright Star” is a Heartfelt Tribute to the Miracle of Love that Lasts Beyond Death

“The Love of a Bright Star” from Christian Faith Publishing author Tammy Self is a deeply moving illustrated book that tells the story of a beloved grandfather whose love from heaven serendipitously appears to his family on earth in the form of a star.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- “The Love of a Bright Star”: a remarkable story of the eternal light of love, is the creation of published author Tammy Self, a bighearted person and widowed wife of Grandpa BW.

“This book is based on a true story,” Self shares. “It is about our grandpa BW and the love he had for his family. He was a very influential and strong yet gentle man, loved by many. When he became sick he was still a positive example of strength while fighting his health challenges. During one of his last surgeries, Grammy prayed, ‘Lord, I can take hearing a code blue during surgery if you will take him and show him who you are and who he is in you.’

“Grandpa went toward the light during that surgery; and as he did, he later told us, he could look down at the operating room and see his body lying on the table. He saw the doctors and nurses, not as people but as balls of light, yet he was aware that he instinctively knew which one was the doctor and which ones were the nurses.

“Shortly after, Grandpa BW passed away, Stars, a source of light, began to appear everywhere. Stars are the symbol of love Grandpa BW said he was going to be just before he passed away. This story illustrates the unique situations in which stars appeared to us at significant times in our lives, demonstrating that the light of love is eternal.

“This story will touch the hearts of both children and adults alike. May it help you to believe, bring you comfort and hope in a time of uncertainty, and give you faith in a love that is everlasting.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Tammy Self’s new book is a beautiful reminder to everyone who grieves that they never truly lose someone they love.

Through the personal testament of Tammy’s family, other bereaved families will find immense comfort as well as encouragement to find their own star.

View a synopsis of “The Love of a Bright Star” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Love of a Bright Star” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The Love of a Bright Star”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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